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College of Liberal Arts
Faculty Accomplishments Statistics 2016

1. **Publications**, in print from 1/1/14 through 12/31/14, and presentations,
   - 59 books
   - 513 book chapters, refereed articles, essays, poems, short stories and other published works
   - 447 scholarly papers, presentations and readings at international, national and regional conferences

2. **Grants, contracts and donations** managed started, continuing, or completed
   - 52 active grants, contracts, and research donations
   - $2,722,471 million total research/creative accomplishments awarded
   - 63 new grant and contract proposals submitted
   - $8,423,306 in new grant and contract proposal requested

3. **Editors** of scholarly journals and officers/members of **editorial boards**, 63 faculty members

4. **Faculty honors and awards** from international, national and regional entities
   - 81 awards

5. **Faculty honors and awards** from state, local and university entities
   - 111 awards

6. Faculty mentors for **graduate student** publications and papers presented at national/regional meetings and for student award recipients,
   - 53 faculty members served as mentors
   - 124 graduate student awards, publications and papers mentored

7. Faculty mentors for **undergraduate student** publications and papers presented at national/regional meetings and for student award recipients,
   - 21 faculty members served as mentors
   - 76 undergraduate student awards, publications and papers mentored

______________________________

iii
## I. Books, Edited Books & Edited Journal Volumes

### Anthropology


### English

**Blair, John M.** *Playful Song Called Beautiful*. Iowa City, Iowa: Iowa University Press.

**Holt, Elvin.** *Stages of Struggle and Celebration: A Production History of Black Theatre in Texas*. Austin, Texas: University of Texas Press.


### Geography


**Butler, David R. San Marcos.** Charleston, SC: Arcadia Publishing.

**Cooper, Brian.** *Guide to World Regional Geography*. Dubuque, IA: KendallHunt.


**Sansom, Andrew, D. Todd, and J. Ogren.** *The Texas Landscape Project*. Texas A&M University Press.

**History**


De La Teja, Jesus F. *Faces of Bexar: Early San Antonio and Texas*. College Station: Texas A&M University Press.

De La Teja, Jesus Francisco. *Lone Star Unionism, Dissent, and Resistance: The Other Civil-War Texas*. University of Oklahoma Press.


**Modern Languages**


**Philosophy**


Luizzi, Vincent L. Philosophy of Law *Journal of East-West Philosophy (JET)*.

**Political Science**

Doyle, Thomas E. *The Ethics of Nuclear Weapons Dissemination: Moral Dilemmas of Aspiration,*
Saunders, K. and Michelle Evans. Practical and Writing Exercises in Intellectual Property Law with instructor notes. West Academic
Evans, Michelle and J. Rosenauer. Texas Real Estate Contracts, revised 4th. OnCourse Learning
Inbody, Donald S. The Soldier Vote: War, Politics, and the Ballot in America. New York: Palgrave Macmillan
Mora, Sherri. Political Science: Institutions and Public Policy. Dubuque, IA: Kendall Hunt

Psychology
Stimmel, Theron D. Opera and the Psychology of Love. Two Harbors Press.

Sociology
II. Book Chapters, Refereed Articles, Essays, Stories, Poems and Other Published Works

Anthropology


Herrmann, Nicholas P. and Daniel J Wescott. Recovery and Analysis of Human Remains from Western Kerr County: Kerr County Sheriff’s Office Case -11792.


Reid, Amy, Jacob Hooge, and Alex S. Borger. Annual Report to Texas State University, San Marcos, Hays County, Texas, for Texas Antiquities Permit No. 7132. Technical Report No. 66. Center for Archaeological Studies, Texas State University.


Selden, R., Thomas J. Williams, Nancy Velchoff, and Michael B. Collins. “3d Scan Data for the Selected Clovis-Age Artifacts from the Gault Site (41BL323), Central Texas, USA. SocArXiv.


Spradley, M. Kate, K.E. Stull, and J.T. Hefner. "Craniofacial Secular Change in Recent Mexican Migrants." Human Biology, 88.1:15-29.


Williams, Thomas J. “The Morphology and Technology of Clovis Flat-Backed Cores from the Gault Site (41BL323), Texas. Lithic Technology 41(2): 139-153.


English


Blair, John M. ""The Things You Can't Keep"." Nimrod 60: 47-49.
duBois, Jennifer. MFA vs. CIA. Lapham's Quarterly online.  
<http://www.laphamsquarterly.org/roundtable/mfa-vs-cia>
Grimes, Thomas J. The Dynamics of Faith. Narrative Magazine
Jackson, Rebecca L, Jackie Grutsch McKinney, and Nicole Caswell. "Writing Center Administration as/and Emotional Labor." Composition Forum 34.
Johnson, Vanessa Anne Couto. rotoscoping collage in Cork City. Chicago, IL: dancing girl press.
Johnson, Vanessa Anne Couto. g(ath)er. 13th ed. smoking glue gun.
Jones, Roger D. "A Professor’s Dream". Vol. 39, 2nd ed. FROGPOND.
Jones, Roger D. "Six Tanka." NEON GRAFFITI. CreateSpace.
Jones, Roger. "GOING HOME". Vol. 9, 15-Sep. HAIBUN TODAY.
<http://haibuntoday.com/ht93/H_JonesR_Going.html>

Jones, Roger D. "The Landlady." Vol. 12, 1st ed. CONTEMPORARY HAIBUN ONLINE.

Jones, Roger. "Shared Spaces". Vol. 10, 1st ed. HAIBUN TODAY.


Kapurch, Katie. "Something Else Besides a Daughter?" Postfeminist Girlhood Meets Maternal Melodrama in Tangled and Brave. The Lion and the Unicorn 40.1

<https://muse.jhu.edu/article/621250>


Morrison, Susan S. *A Medieval Woman’s Companion as Inspiration for Novelists*. <https://ecampion.wordpress.com/02/14/a-medieval-womans-companion-as-inspiration-for-novelists>


North, Amanda K. "Bloodline". Vol. online. The Open Bar at Tinhouse.


Parks, Cecily Gordon. ""Hurricane Song". "Pushcart Prize XLI: Best of the Small Presses*. Vol. XLI.


Tally, Robert T. "Utopia of the In-Between, or, Limning the Liminal." Foreword to 'Landscapes of Liminality: Between Space and Place,' eds. Dara Downey, Ian Kinane, and Elizabeth Parker. London: Rowman & Littlefield International.


Tally, Robert T. "‘Planetary Criticism’." Review of The Planetary Turn: Relationality and


Wilson, Steven M. *On Texas*. Vol. 108. Texas Observer: 44.


Wilson, Steven M. *The Rise of the Middle Class*. Vol. 34. New American Writing: 81.


Wilson, Steven M. *Upon Looking into Underworld’s Born Slippy*. Spring. Pinyon: 117.

Wilson, Steven M. *Variations on a Gaelic Lullaby*. Vol. 34. New American Writing: 82.


**Geography**


Blue, Sarah A and Monica Zappa. "Twenty Years after the Storm: Hurricane Vulnerability in Bluefields, Nicaragua." *The Southwestern Geographer* 2.1: 113-120.


Hagelman, Ronald, Gregory Mast, and Colleen Hiner. "Where are the garden(ers)?: Examining gardener motivations and community garden participation-sheds in Austin, Texas." Urban sustainability: Praxis and place. Eds. Jay Gatrel, R Jensen, Mark Patterson, and Nancy Hoalst-Pullen. Heidelberg: Springer

Hiner, Colleen C. "Beyond the edge and in between: (Re)conceptualizing the rural-urban interface as meaning-model-metaphor." The Professional Geographer 68.4: 520-531.


Jo, Injeong, Jung Eun Hong, and Kanika Verma. "Facilitating spatial thinking in world geography using Web-based GIS."


Kamarinas, Ioannis, Jason Paul Julian. A Hughes, B Owslaeg, and K de Beurs. "Nonlinear changes in land cover and sediment runoff in a New Zealand catchment dominated by plantation forestry and livestock grazing." Water 8.10.


McKinnon, Innisfree and Colleen C Hiner. "Does the region still have relevance?" (Re)considering "regional" political ecology." Journal Political Ecology 23: 115-122


Rogers, Charles M and Colleen C Hiner. "Siting Urban Agriculture as a Green Infrastructure Strategy for Land Use Planning in Austin, Texas." Challenges in Sustainability 4.1

Sarmiento, Eric Ryan. "Synergies in alternative food network research: Diverse economies, embodiment, and more-than-human food geographies." Agriculture and Human Values.


Swanson, Kate, Rebecca Torres, Sarah Blue, Amy Thompson, and Oscar M Hernandez. A Year After Obama Declared a Humanitarian Situation at the Border, Child Migration Continues. NACLA Report on the Americas.


Yuan, Yihong and Monica Medel. "Exploring international travel behavior from geotagged photos: a case study of Flickr." PloS ONE 11.5.


**History**


De La Teja, Jesus Francisco. *Tejanos and the Siege and Battle of the Alamo*. Austin, TX: Texas State Historical Association. <https://tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/qst01>
Denton, Lynn. “‘They Are Hauling Off Bits of Texas’ James E. Pearce and the Effort to Establish a State History Museum.” Southwestern Historical Quarterly, CXX, 2, 146-151.


Dunn, Dennis. Review of Silence was salvation: child survivors of Stalin's terror and World War II in the Soviet Union, by Cathy Frierson. Choice. .


McWilliams, James. Citizen Canine, Comrade Cow. Virginia Quarterly Review.

Mellard, Jason Dean. "A Gathering of Promises: The Battle for Texas’s Psychedelic Music, from the 13th Floor Elevators to the Black Angels and Beyond, Southwestern American Literature."

Rivaya-Martínez, Joaquín. "De ‘salvajes’ a ‘imperialistas’: Un análisis de los desafíos metodológicos que plantea la historia de los indios comanches durante el período anterior a la reserva (1706-1875) a partir de una revisión crítica de la historiografía existente." *Desafíos metodológicos para la historia de los pueblos indígenas*. Ed. Ana Luisa Izquierdo. Mexico City: Universidad Nacional Autónoma de
México.


### Modern Languages


Cuadrado, Agustín. "El cine histórico como reflejo del presente (el caso de La marrana de José Luis Cuenda y la España del Quinto Centenario)." *Special Issue: Nuevas Aproximaciones al cine histórico español.* Ed. Agustín Cuadrado. Crítica Hispánica.


Golato, A. “Nu(n) in Standard German: Its functions as a temporal adverbial, as an adverbial structuring discourse, and as a modal particle”. In P. Auer & Y. Maschler (Eds.), “Nu” and “Nå”. A Family of Discourse Markers across the Language of Europe and Beyond (pp. 320-356). Berlin: Gruyter/Mouton.


Martinez, Sergio M. Translation to Spanish the LBJ Distinguished Lecture Series Program. LBJ Lecture Series: Bridged Through Stories, Robert Rodriguez.


Navarro, David. “Precisiones literarias sobre el antijudaísmo de Gonzalo de Berceo en el Milagro de


Ugalde, Sharon E. "'Photographing Ophelia: Myth and Concept in Eugènia Balcells’ Ophelia (variacions sobre una imatge)'." Letras femeninas 412: 35-45.


Philosophy


Fischer, B. Disgust as Heuristic. Ethical Theory and Moral Practice, 19: 3: 409-42

Gilbertson, E. “Vicious Competitiveness and the Desire to Win,” Journal of the Philosophy of Sport 43: 3: 409-42


Hanks, J.C., Tate, J.S., Fazarro, D.E, Trybula, W. McLean, R.J.C., Dutta, S., and Allhoff, F. “Exemplary Engineering Ethics Program: NanoTRA: Texas Regional Alliance to Foster Nanotechnology


Kapitan, R. N., Ozturk, B. T. Can Sanders’ humanism be completed?. Palestine in America NFP. https://palestineinamerica.com/2016/03/bernie-sanders-election-2016/


Laycock, J. P. Time Is a Flat Circle": True Detective and the Specter of Moral Panic in American Pop Culture. Journal of Religion and Popular Culture, 27(3). doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.3138/jrpc.27.3.3101


Yuan, L. Understanding Chinese Gender Culture, Harmony, and Gendered Stratification. In Han Henan (Ed.), Women’s Studies Disciplinary Construction and Scholarship Development (pp. 80-91), Beijing, China: Educational Science Publishing House.

Political Science


DeSoto, William H, Hassan Tajalli, and Alison Villareal. "Do International Studies Students have a Broader Global Awareness than Other College Students?" Journal of Political Science Education 12.2: 216-229.

Doyle, Thomas E. "Ethics, Nuclear Terrorism, and Counter-Terrorist Nuclear Reprisals -- A Response to John Mark Mattox's 'Nuclear Terrorism: The Other Extreme of Irregular Warfare'". Journal of Military Ethics 10: 296-308.


Gorman, Robert F. "What’s Wrong with Global Governance?" *Acton Institute: Catholic Social Thought Series.*


Psychology


Boker, Steven, Angela Staples, and Yueqin Hu. "Dynamics of Change and Change in Dynamics." Journal for Person-Oriented Research.


Ceballos, Natalie A and I Najera. "The first in my family: mentoring first generation college students in academia and beyond."


Schepis, Ty S, Brian E Tapscott, and Suchitra Krishnan-Sarin. "Stress-related increases in risk taking and attentional failures predict earlier relapse to smoking in young adults: A pilot investigation."

**Sociology**


Pan, Xi. "Informal Care for Older Adults with Dementia: Characteristics of Baby Boomer Caregivers." *International Journal of Aging and Human Development.*


III. Scholarly Presentations and Readings - International, National, Regional, and State

**Anthropology**

Agwuele, A., 18th International Congress of Phonetic Sciences, "Coarticulation of Tone and CV segment in citation and sentence forms." International Congress of Phonetic Sciences, SCOTLAND, United Kingdom. August 15).

Agwuele, A., Conceptualizing African Epistemologies, "Common and Trivial: Yoruba Culture of Visual Perception." University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX, United States. October 15).


Ayala, Sergio. “The Calf Creek Horizon in the Trans-Pecos.” Center for Big Bend Studies Annual Conference, Alpine, TX, November).


Horn, S. W., Garber, J. F., Awe, J. J., "An Now for Something Completely Different: Architectural Variability as a Signature of Dynamic Social Relations at Middle Preclassic Cahal Pech.” Belize Archaeology Symposium, San Ignacio Belize, San Ignacio, Belize. (June 3.


Lassen, Robert, Brendan Nash, and Aaron Smothers. “Putting Elton in Your Pocket: Toward a Mobile, Quantitative System for projectile Point Typology.” Texas Archeological Society Annual Meeting, Nacogdoches, TX.

Mavroudas, S. R., American Association of Physical Anthropologists, AAPA, Atlanta, GA, United States.


of Fragmentary Remains: A Preliminary Study.” American Academy of Forensic Sciences, Las Vegas, NV, United States.

Reilly, F. K., "The Visualization of Mississippian Religious Tool Kits, From Gottsachall Rock-Shelter and Picture Cave to The Thruston Tablet.” Southeastern Archaeological Conference, Symposium, Athens, GA, United States. 2.

Selden, R. Z., Bousman, C. B., “The Index of Texas Archaeology: open access to the grey literature of Texas.” Council of Texas Archaeologists, Austin.

Skipper, C. E., Wescott, D. J., American Association of Physical Anthropologists, "Analyzing the Biological Relatedness of Individuals from a Late 1800s Missouri Cemetery.” American Association of Physical Anthropologists, Atlanta, GA.

Skipper, C. E., Wescott, D. J., American Association of Physical Anthropologists, "Analyzing the Biological Relatedness of Individuals from a Late 1800s Missouri Cemetery.” American Association of Physical Anthropologists, Atlanta, GA.

Springs, L. C., Garber, J., Bolnick, D. A., Association of Physical Anthropologists annual meeting, "Genetic Analysis of a British colonial cemetery in Belize.” Atlanta, GA, United States.


English


Balzhiser, D., Conference of the Association of Teachers of Technical Writing, "A Case of Fat-Shaming Tweets: Community Guides for Disrupting Uncivil Discourse.” Association of Teachers of Technical Writing, Hilton of the Americas, Houston, TX, United States.


Bell-Metereau, R. L., Society for Cinema and Media Studies, "Publishing Outside Academia: Perks and Pitfalls.” Society for Cinema and Media Studies, Atlanta, GA.

Bell-Metereau, R., University of Texas Sage Lecture Series, "Great Film Adaptations.” University of Texas, Austin, TX, United States.


Busby, M., Texas Assn. of Creative Writing Teachers Conference, "Creative Reading: Poetry.” Texas Assn. of Creative Writing Teachers, Professional Conference, San Antonio, TX, United States.
Busby, M., Western Literary Assn Conference, ""Satireshot/Scattershot: Targets in Ben Fountain’s _Billy Lynn’s Long Halftime Walk_.” Western American Literature Assn, Annual Conference, Big Sky, MT, United States.  


Chavkin, A., American Literature Association Symposium on Frontiers and Borders, "In the Borderlands of Hell: The Question of Suicide and Morality in Cormac McCarthy's The Road.” San Antonio, TX. 


duBois, J., "Reading & Q+A.” University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI. 


Jackson, R., South Central Writing Centers Association Conference, ""Feeling Rules, Outlaw(ed) Emotions and the Affective Landscape of Writing Center Tutoring”.” South Central Writing Centers Association, Austin, TX, United States. 

Kapurch, K., Annual conference, "Slippers, Pumpkins, and Branches: Resisting Walt Disney in Disney's Cinderella (201.” Modern Language Association, Austin, TX. 

Leake, E. W., 50th Anniversary Dartmouth Conference, "Dwelling and Storytelling as Ways into Decolonial Translation: In Response to Ellen Cushman.” Institute for Writing and Rhetoric - Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH, United States. 

Leake, E. W., Rollins, S., Watson Conference, "Student Agency through Affective Rhetorical Mapping.” University of Louisville, Louisville, KY, United States.  

Leake, E., Conference on College Composition and Communication, "Empathy and the Essay: Writing in Response to Perspective-Taking Prompts.” Conference on College Composition and Communication, Houston, TX, United States. 


Leake, E., RSA Biennial Conference, "Recovering Empathy with Things.” Rhetoric Society of America, Atlanta, GA, United States.  

LeBlanc, T. R., Bachelor of Social Work Fall Orientation, "How the Student Learning Assistance Center and Writing Center Can Help You.” International Office, Texas State University, San Marcos, TX, United States. 


LeBlanc, T. R., Reading, "Where the Body Ends: A Collection of Short Stories." Bookworman Bookstore, Austin, TX, United States.


LeBlanc, T. R., Reading, "Where the Body Ends: A Collection of Short Stories." Wittliff Gallery of Southwestern Art, Texas State University, San Marcos, TX, United States.


Ledbetter, K., Modern Language Association Convention, "Commodifying Patriotism: Textiles and the Mexican War." Austin, TX.

Ledbetter, K., North American Victorian Studies Association, "'Over the Teacups’ and the Woman at Home.” NAVSA, Phoenix, AZ.


Ledbetter, K., Research Society for Victorian Periodicals, "Knowledge Shall be Increased: Dinah Craik's Travel Narratives in Victorian Periodicals.” RSVP, Kansas City, MO.

Lochman, Daniel “‘[T]he fault of the man and not the poet’: Sidney’s Troubled Double Vision of Thomas More’s Utopia.” September 2016, Utopia for 500 Years Conference, St. Thomas More College, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada.


May, W. S., "Frontiers and Borders in American Literature” Symposium, "'Shadows of Similitude: The Tomb as Interstitial Place in Poe's 'Morella'". “American Literature Association, San Antonio, TX, United States.

May, W. S., Annual Conference, "The Unmappable Self: Heterotopic Place and Gothic Dualism in Poe’s 'William Wilson'". "South Central Modern Language Association, Dallas, TX, United States.

May, W. S., Mythcon, "'A Sword in the Hand of the Goddess: Postsecular and Feminist Intersections in Tamora Pierce’s Tortall’”. Mythopoeic Society, San Antonio, TX, United States.

McClancy, K., Film & History Annual Conference, "Sex, Drugs, and Old-Time Religion: The Decay of the Southern Gentleman in Justified.” Film & History, Milwaukee, WI, United States.


Monroe, D., Associate Writing Programs National Conference, Los Angeles. 3.

Monroe, D., Barnes & Noble Launch Party, with Poet Wendy Barker, San Antonio, TX.

Monroe, D., Brigham Young University, Provo, UT. 2.

Monroe, D., City Art, Utah Arts Council, Salt Lake City, UT. 2.

Monroe, D., Jerome Stern Distinguished Writers Series, Florida State MFA Program, Tallahassee, FL.

Monroe, D., Sam Houston State University, Huntsville. 2.

Monroe, D., Weber State University, Ogden, UT. 2.

Monroe, D., Western Wyoming Community College, Rock Springs, WY. 2.

Morrison, S., "Pilgrimage Poetics and Vibrant Materiality.” Medieval Academy of America, Boston, MA, United States.


Pimentel, O., Conference on College Composition and Communication, "Opening the Gateway: The Power of Dual Language Composition Courses.” Houston, TX, United States.


Rehbein, E., LCMS Pastoral Conference, "Religious & Cultural Identity in Rural Texas.” TX, United States.

Rehbein, E., Lutheran Church Missouri Synod State Convention, "Mexican American Religious Culture.” MO, United States.

Rehbein, E., NACCS Conference, "Changes in Self-Identification in Chicano Literature.” Texas State University, San Marcos, TX, United States.

Rehbein, E., National Association of Branch Campus Administrators Conference, "Growing a Branch Campus.” National Association of Branch Campus Administrators, San Antonio, TX, United States.

Rosenberg, T., 43rd Annual Children's Literature Association Conference, "The Mythical, the Magical, the Racial: Considering Structure and Genre in American Born Chinese.” Children's Literature Association, Columbus, OH, United States.


Roundtree, A. K., Association for the Rhetoric of Science, Technology and Medicine Preconference to the National Communication Association Conference, "What’s Right and Wrong in ANT: Reflections on Normative Ethics in Post-Criticism of Technical and Science Communication.” Association for the Rhetoric of Science, Technology and Medicine, Philadelphia, PA, United States.


Roundtree, A. K., "Simulation Science and the Challenges of Civic Deliberation.” Rhetoric Society of America, Atlanta, GA.

Roundtree, A., "#TweetLikeANeurotypical: Linguistic Reclamation of Spectrum Disorders on Twitter.” Association of Teachers of Technical Writing, Houston, TX.

Roundtree, A., "Uncertainty in Medical Decision Making.” DC Health Communication Conference, Fairfax, VA.

Roundtree, A., "Fighting Over Fracking.” Rhetoric Society of America 2016, Atlanta, GA.


Schwebel, L., Symposium: Medieval and Early Modern Religious Culture, "Suicide, Augustine, and Inferno 13.” San Antonio, TX, United States.

Scott, A. E., 19th Annual Association of Teachers of Technical Writing Conference, "Reconciling Hybridity: Towards a More Inclusive Understanding of Biracial Identity in Technical


Skerpan-Wheeler, E., Renaissance Society of America, "'Milton the Modern".” Boston, MA, United States.


Williams, M. F., Balzhizer, D., Roundtree., A., Association for Teachers of Technical Writing, "‘Social Justice on Social Media: The Impact of Digital Technology on Political and Health Communication and Advocacy’.” Houston, TX, United States.

Wilson, N. A., Conference on College Composition and Communication, "Composing Ourselves Abroad: Writing Our Way to Intercultural Competence.” Houston, TX.


Winchell, A., "New poems." Malvern Books, Austin, TX, United States.


Winchell, A., Southwest Popular and American Culture Association Conference, "Female Representation and Sexualization in Tabletop Gaming.” Albuquerque, NM, United States.

Winchell, A., Southwest Popular and American Culture Association Conference, "Storytelling in Videogames: Fable III in the Classroom.” Albuquerque, NM, United States.

Winchell, A., Southwest Popular and American Culture Association, "Female or Male: A Not So Simple Choice.” Southwest Popular and American Culture Association, Albuquerque, NM, United States.

Winchell, A., Southwest Texas Popular Culture and American Culture Association Conference, "Point of View and Videogames: Teaching Literary Concepts with Games.” Albuquerque, NM, United States.


**Geography**


Critically Endangered Whooping Cranes (*Grus americana*) Wintering on the Texas Gulf Coast.” New Orleans, LA.


**Butler, D. R.,** "The Implications of Changing Physical Processes Resulting from Climate Change at Alpine Treeline in the Rocky Mountains.” (April 15).

**Butler, D. R.,** Invited Colloquium, "Zoogeomorphology in the Anthropocene.” Geological Sciences, University of Texas at San Antonio, San Antonio, TX, United States. (April 15).

**Butler, D. R.,** Visiting Geographical Scientist Program GTU Lecture, "Animals as Agents of Geomorphic Change in a Period of Changing Environments.” Missouri Western State University, St. Joseph, MO, United States. (April 15).

**Butler, D. R.,** Visiting Geographical Scientist Program GTU Lecture, "Animals as Agents of Geomorphic Change in a Period of Changing Environments.” Northwest Missouri State University, Maryville, MO, United States. (April 15).

**Butler, D. R.,** Visiting Geographical Scientist Program GTU Lecture, "Ecological Changes Resulting from Park (Mis?)Management: The Example of Glacier National Park, Montana.” Missouri Western State University, St. Joseph, MO, United States. (April 15).


**Currit, N.,** Annual meeting, "Identifying Coal-tar Sealed Parking Lots using Hyperspectral Imagery.” Association of American Geographers, Chicago, IL, United States. (April 15).

**Daly, G., Julian, J. P.,** Weaver, R., "A River Runs Through It: How Texas State University students use and value their San Marcos River.” American Association of Geographers, San Francisco, CA.

**Daly, G., Julian, J. P.,** Weaver, R., "Social Demand of a Blue Space: Use, Value, and Perceptions of the San Marcos River, Texas.” Southwest Division of the American Association of Geographers (SWAAG), Denton, TX.

**de Beurs, K., Owsley, B., Julian, J. P.,** "Determining the Relative Roles of Climate and Land Use on Land Cover Changes in New Zealand.” Southwest Division of the American Association of Geographers (SWAAG), Denton, TX.


**DeHon, René,** 46th Lunar and Planetary Science Conference, “Loess cave habitats for Mars.” Houston, TX, United States.

**Estaville, Lawrence** and Edris Montalvo. “Geospatial Analysis of Latino Education in the Texas Panhandle.” Race, Ethnicity, and Place Conference, Kent State University, September.


Giordano, A., Annual Meeting of the Association of American Geographers, "AAG Chairs' Symposium on Social Media." San Francisco, CA, United States.

Giordano, A., Conference of Italian Researchers in the World, "Geography of the Holocaust in Italy." Houston, TX, United States.

Giordano, A., Department of Geography, Miami University, "Geographies of the Holocaust." Oxford, OH, United States.


Hardy, T., Meitzen, K. M., Jensen, J., 11th ISE 2016, Melbourne, Australia, "DEVELOPMENT OF A FLOW DEPENDENT INUNDATION MODEL FOR EVALUATING GAR (LEPISOSTEIFORMES) HABITAT SUITABILITY IN THE LOWER GUADALUPE RIVER, USA.” International Association for Hydro-Environment Engineering and Research, Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia. (February).

Hiner, C. C., 33rd International Geographical Congress, "Metabolizing the rural, fermenting the landscape: Considering wine as a driver of social and environmental change along the rural-urban interface.” International Geographic Union, Beijing, China. (August).


Hiner, C. C., Furness, W., Southwest American Association of Geographers Annual Meeting, "Apples as Actors: An Actor-Network Approach to Understanding Fermented Landscapes.” Southwest American Association of Geographers, Denton, TX, United States. (October).

Hiner, C. C., Research Seminar Series, “Considering “fermented landscapes”: An inquiry into how fermentation drives social and environmental change in (un)expected places and ways.” Geography, University of Manchester, Manchester, United Kingdom. (February).

Hiner, C. C., Technological Natures Research Cluster’s Seminar Series, "Considering “fermented landscapes”: An inquiry into how fermentation drives social and environmental change in
(un)expected places and ways.” School of Geography and the Environment, University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom. (May 5).

Hiner, C. C., World in a Wine Glass, "From the forgotten to the extreme: A look at “emerging” wine regions and other fermented landscapes in California, Arizona, and beyond.” University of Newcastle, London, United Kingdom. (May 8).


Julian, J. P., de Beurs, K., Owsey, B., Davies-Colley, R. J., "Spatiotemporal Connections between Land Use and River Water Quality across 77 Catchments in New Zealand over 26 years.” Binghamton Geomorphology Symposium, Fort Collins, CO.

Julian, J. P., de Beurs, K., Owsey, B., Davies-Colley, R. J., "Spatiotemporal Connections between Land Use and River Water Quality across 77 Catchments in New Zealand over 26 years.” Southwest Division of the American Association of Geographers (SWAAG), Denton, TX.

Julian, J. P., Kamarinas, I., de Beurs, K. M., Owsey, B. C., Davies-Colley, R. J., "Twenty-five years of changes in agricultural production, land use/cover, and river water quality in New Zealand.” American Association of Geographers, San Francisco, CA.

Kamarinas, I., Julian, J. P., "Nonlinear Relationships between Land Use/Cover Change and Sediment Runoff on an Intensively Managed Landscape.” Southwest Division of the American Association of Geographers (SWAAG), Denton, TX.

Kamarinas, I., Julian, J. P., Owsey, B. C., de Beurs, K. M., "Using multi-resolution data to understand how land cover changes affect sediment runoff to rivers across multiple scales.” American Association of Geographers, San Francisco, CA.


Moss, G., Julian, J. P., "Connecting Protected Places in Texas using Riparian Conservation Networks.” Southwest Division of the American Association of Geographers (SWAAG), Denton, TX.


Pevey, M., Hiner, C. C., American Association of Geographers Annual Meeting, "#craftbeer and the use of social media in the branding and marketing of "local" and/or "sustainable" fermented beverages.” American Association of Geographers, San Francisco, CA, United States. (March).

Sansom, A. H., Barstow Speaker Series Event on Austin's Water Future, "What Does Austin's Water Future Hold?" Colorado River Alliance, Radisson Hotel, Austin, TX, United States. (March 1).

Sansom, A. H., Colorado River Alliance Board meeting, "Water in Texas.” Colorado River Alliance, COA Offices, Austin, TX, United States. (October 25).

Sansom, A. H., Cynthia and George Mitchell Board of Directors Meeting, "Land Program Presentation.” Cynthia and George Mitchell Foundation, Cynthia and George Mitchell Foundation Offices, Austin, TX, United States. (July 12).
Sansom, A. H., Cynthia and George Mitchell Board of Directors Planning Retreat, "Top Ten Water Grand Challenges." Cynthia and George Mitchell Foundation, Cook's Branch Conservancy, Cook's Branch, TX, United States. (October 13).

Sansom, A. H., Education panel participant for the Texas Alliance of Groundwater Districts Business Meeting for the University Collaboration Program, “University and GCD Collaboration Panel.” Texas Alliance of Groundwater Districts, Austin Crowne Plaza, Austin, TX, United States. (May 18).

Sansom, A. H., Forum, "Program Related Investments and Maximizing Deepwater Horizon Funds for Gulf Coast Conservation Projects.” Texas Parks and Wildlife Foundation, AT&T Executive Education and Conference Center, Austin, TX, United States. (November 10).

Sansom, A. H., Gulf Funders Panel, "Deepwater Horizon Funding: Restoring the Gulf Coast.” Texas Parks and Wildlife Foundation, TPWD Offices, Austin, Austin, TX, United States. (March 4).


Sansom, A. H., Lone Star Sierra Club Meeting, "State of Land & Water.” Lone Star Sierra Club, Houston Arboretum, Houston, TX, United States. (September 27).

Sansom, A. H., Meadows Foundation Board Meeting, “Annual Report to The Meadows Foundation.” The Meadows Foundation, The Meadows Foundation Offices, Dallas, TX, United States. (November 5).


Sansom, A. H., Texas Land Stewards Awards, “State of Land & Water.” Texas Parks and Wildlife Foundation, Four Seasons Hotel, Houston, Houston, TX, United States. (May 19).

Sansom, A. H., TFMA Annual Conference, "State of the Water.” Texas Flood Management Association, Omni Galleria, Houston, Houston, TX, United States. (March 9).

Sarmiento, E. R., Annual Meeting of Southwest Division of the Association of American Geographers, "Rethinking subjectivity through ‘assemblages’: The emergent subjects of Oklahoma City’s “local food revolution”. University of North Texas, Denton, TX, United States. (October 21).


Yuan, Y., Department Seminar, "Characterizing human mobility from Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs).” Computer Science, Wuhan University, Wuhan, China.

Yuan, Y., Medel, M., Association of American Geographers, "Characterizing international travel behavior from geotagged photos: a case study of Flickr.” San Francisco, United States.


History


De La Teja, J. F., Battle of Medina History Symposium, "Texas’s Role in the Louisiana Purchase." Atascosa County Historical Commission and Sons of the American Revolution, Leminig, TX, United States. August 20.


Helgeson, J. L., Urban History Association Conference, "Martin Luther King’s Campaign to “End Slums” in Chicago: Fifty Years Later.” Chicago, IL, United States. October 15.

Johnson, R. A., American Historical Association, "From South to North: Haitian Emigration to Early America.” Atlanta, GA. January.


Makowski, E., Southwest Seminar, "Discussion of "religiosas Indias Puras"." Consortium on Colonial Latin America, San Marcos, TX. October 15.

Mckiernan-Gonzalez-Gonzalez, J., Center for Race, Indigeneity, and Transnationalism, "Working Conditions: Medical Authority and Latino Civil Rights in the Interwar Years, 1900-1938.” Yale University, Yale University, New Haven, CT. October 4.


Mckiernan-Gonzalez-Gonzalez, J., Latinos: the Voting Rights Act and Political Engagement, "Moderator: Historicizing Latino Political Activism.” The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX, United States.

Mckiernan-Gonzalez-Gonzalez, J., Lecture Series: Race and Ethnic Studies Institute, "Working Conditions: Medical Authority and Latino Civil Rights, 1930-1965.” Texas A & M University, College Station, TX, United States.

Mckiernan-Gonzalez-Gonzalez, J., Pacific Coast Branch - American Historical Review Annual Meeting, "On 'Working at the Crossroads': on George Sanchez' public history work.” American Historical Association, marriott - Big Island, Hawaii, Big Island, HI.


Mellard, J. D., The Guy Caldwell Western Heritage Lecture, "Western Swing and Global Pop: Texas Music and the Lone Star Sense of Place.” Hardin-Simmons University, Abilene, TX, United States. 2.


Menninger, M. E., German Studies Association, "Local Expansion, the Nation, and Internationalism in the 19th-Century City.” Arlington, VA.

Murphy, A. F., Guest Lecturer - University of Houston-Victoria, "The Jerry Rescue.” University of Houston - Victoria, Victoria, TX, United States.

Murphy, A. F., Guest Lecturer - Vanderbilt University, "Jermaine Loguen's Abolitionism.” Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN, United States.


Pliley, J. R., Sex, Gender and the Carceral State, "The Case of White Slavery: Historical Contexts to the Fight Against Sex Trafficking.” Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies Program, Northeastern University, Boston, MA, United States.

Puente Luna, J. C. d. l., Annual Lecture Series on the Art, History, and Culture of Latin America, "To See the Things of Spain: Indigenous Travelers to the Habsburg Royal Court.” University of Texas at San Antonio, San Antonio, TX, United States.

Ritter, C. B., Annual Meeting, "There are others far less desirable: British Broadcasters and the Voice of America in Africa.” Pacific Coast Conference on British Studies, Huntington Library, Pasadena, CA, United States.


Rivaya-Martinez, Joaquin, "Intrusos en la tierra de promisión: las incursiones comanches en México, 1846-1853.” 7th International Colloquium on Northeastern Mexico and Texas, Monterrey, Mexico, October 19.

Roethler, Jeremy S. Seminar Discussant “German Catholics and the challenges of modern society.” American Catholic Historical Association, Atlanta, GA. January 8.


Siegenthaler, P. D., International Workshop on Tourism, Japan, and the Asia-Pacific War, "Nationalism and Dissent in Early Mass Tourism: Shimazaki Tôson and the Nakasendô.” Doshisha Women’s College, Kyoto, Kyoto, Japan.

Utley, D. K., East Texas Historical Association fall meeting, "Archie P. McDonald: A Life in Texas History.” Nacogdoches, TX, United States.

Utley, D. K., East Texas Historical Association fall meeting, "On Old Baylor's Dear Soil: The East Texas Origins of the University of Mary Hardin-Baylor.” East Texas Historical Association, Nacogdoches, TX, United States.

Watson, D. D., Texas Legislative Black Caucus retreat. "When Freedom came to Galveston, June 19, 1865.” Texas Legislative Black Caucus, Galveston, TX, United States.

Watson, D., "'Houston Police and the Making of a Book'." Bowie State University.

Watson, D., Houston Police Department Roundtable Discussion, "'Police Violence: A Legal Approach'," Texas Southern University, Law School, Houston, TX.

Watson, D., Juneteenth Celebration, "'150 Years of Freedom',” Juneteenth Committee, Galveston, TX.

Watson, D., Juneteenth Celebration, "'Juneteenth: The Meaning of Freedom'.” Legislative Black Caucus, Austin, TX.

Yick, Joseph K., "Yuan Shu: A Special CCP Agent in Occupied Nanjing-Shanghai, 1940-1945." Western Conference of the Association for Asian Studies, Missoula, MT. (September 23-24).

Modern Languages

Abreu Mendoza, C., “Facundo, la gran riqueza de lo sublime..” XLI Congreso Internacional del Instituto Internacional de Literatura (IILf), Jena, Germany. 2.

Abreu Mendoza, C., "Los ríos de José María Samper: apuntes para una geografía poética y una poética de la geografía.” Latin American Studies Association, New York, NY, United States. 3.

Abreu Mendoza, C., “Reading Bolívar’s Delirium through His Apostles..” 131st MLA Annual Convention, Austin, TX, United States.


Bach, U., "Gstrein's War: On Presenting History in.” Contemporary Austrian Literature, Film and Culture International Conference, Nottingham, United Kingdom.


Bach, U., "Lost Childhood found in Buenos Aires: Florian Cossen's The Day I was not Born (201.” Association of Comparative Literature, Seattle, WA, United States.

Beale-Rivaya, Yasmine“What’s in a Name? How Mozarabs Interacted with their Local Geography.” SCMLA, Dallas, November.


Forrest, J., "Octave Mirbeau's 'Pantaloon' Prank: How Semantic Play Turned a Short Pants Tale into a Pantomime." , Denver, CO., October.

Glajar, V., German-Romanian Literature and Biography, "Cold War File Stories: Herta Müller’s File Story.” Friedrich Schiller University Jena and IKGS, Jena, Germany.

Glajar, V., German Studies Association, "Heinz Hahn in ‘Susanne Fink’s’ File.” San Diego, CA, United States. 3.


Gomez Ramirez, M. L., "Nueva reglamentación represiva de la prostitución en Castilla. ¿La Celestina de Rojas, trajinaba en Salamanca avant la lettre? Lucena: Repetición de amores y arte de axedrez (149.” LII Congress of Canadian Association of Hispanics, Calgary, Canada.

Gragera, A., Second Annual Conference in Hispanic Studies, "Lexical Semantic Reverse Transfer in the
Spanish Spoken in Southwest Texas.” University of Houston/ Hispanic Studies, Houston, TX, United States. 2.

Jaffe, C. M., España y el continente americano en el siglo XVIII. VI Congreso Internacional de la Sociedad Española de Estudios del Siglo XVIII, “El género y la traducción cultural en La quijotita y su prima (1818-181 por José Joaquín Fernández de Lizardi.” Sociedad Española de Estudios del Siglo XVIII, Facultad de Historia y Geografía, Universidad Complutense, Madrid, Spain. 2.

Jaffe, C. M., Asociación Internacional de Hispanistas, “Ilustración Católica y Caridad Femenina: Marfa Lorenza de los Ríos y Loyo.” Münster, Germany.


Jaffe, C. M., American Comparative Literature Association Conference, "Eighteenth-Century Spanish Women Writers and the Ideal of Friendship.” Cambridge, MA, United States.

Jaffe, C. M., Modern Languages Association, "María Lorenza de los Ríos y Loyo, Marquesa de Fuerte-Hijar, in the Archives.” Austin, TX, United States.

Jaffe, C. M., Modern Languages Association, “Translation as Cultural Transfer in the Late Enlightenment Atlantic World: Rita Caveda’s Translation of Hester Chapone’s Letters on the Improvement of the Mind Addressed to a Young Lady.” Austin, TX, United States.


Limage Montesinos, L., 50th Annual SCOLAS Conference, "Manabi prehispanico: El reino de los Caras y el reino de los Manta.” Texas State University, Holiday Inn Hotel, New Orleans, LA, United States.

Martin, C. F., 40th Northeast American Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies (NEASECS), "Transalpine Journeys as Alternatives to the Grand Tour in Rousseau’s and Sade’s Works.” University of Massachusetts Amherst, Amherst, MA, United States.

Navarro, David, “Exploring Jewish-Christian Convivencia Writings in Medieval Iberian Kingdoms: Santob de Carrión’s Proverbios morales (1290-136 and Jafudà Bonsenyor’s Llibre de paraules e dits de savis e filòsofs (1250-133.” TEMA-Texas Medieval Association, College Station. 23.

Navarro, David and Y Iglesias, “El desgaste económico nobiliario a través de la implementación de la legítima en la Partida VI de Alfonso X.” Congress of the Association of Canadian Hispanists, Calgary, CAN, June 1.


Porras, J. Y., Pennsylvania Foreign Language Conference (PFLC), ”"Framing Musical References in Pedro de Urdemalas by Miguel de Cervantes”.” Duquesne University.

Porras, J. Y., The Association for Hispanic Classical Theater Symposium, "Musical References is Selected Comedias by Cervantes.” El Paso, TX.

Siwak, E., 2016 MLA/ADFL Annual Convention, "The High School Option.” MLA, Austin, TX, United States.


Ugalde, Sharon E., “Ophelia’s Debut on the Digital Stage: Rocío Verdejo, Leila Amat and Rebecca Cygnus.” VII Congreso International Asociación Hispánica de Humanidades. Universidad Carlos III,
Madrid. 24 June 2016.


Velasquez, G. R., Bridges Through Experiences: The Immigrant Story, "My life as an Undocumented Immigrant.” Dean of Students Office and Leadership Institute, San Marcos.

*Philosophy*


**Bower, M. E.**, Husserl Circle, "Husserl on perception: A non-representationalism that nearly was,” Loyola University of Chicago.


**Cross, A.** ‘Internet Memes and the Image Macros as Aesthetic Medium.’ American Society for Aesthetics Pacific Division Meeting, Asilomar CA, April.


**Farinas, R. L.**, "The Icon Moves: Activism and Diversity through Pragmatic/Religious Aesthetics of the Majdan,” American Philosophical Association, Chicago, IL.

**Farinas, R.L.**, "Dewey, Kahlo and Dussell: Cosmopolitanism amidst Chaos” Central European Pragmatist Forum, Venice, Italy

**Farinas, R.L.**, "A New Universality: Pragmatic Symbols of World Peace in Drawing and Dance” Engagement: Symposium of Philosophy and Dance Texas State University (Sept.).

**Fischer, B.**, Rocky Mountain Ethics Congress, "Boycotting as Public Mourning,” Boulder, CO.


**Fischer, B.**, New Mexico Texas Philosophical Society, "In Defense of Aggregating Corporate Intent: A Reply to Tierny.” San Marcos, TX.

**Fischer, B.**, New Mexico Texas Philosophical Society, "You Can’t Buy Your Way Out of Veganism.” San Marcos, TX.

**Gallegos de Castillo, L. L.**, California Roundtable for Philosophy and Race, "Unconscious Racial Prejudice as Psychological Resistance: A Limitation of the Implicit Bias Model.” Emory University, Atlanta, GA, United States.


**Luizzi, V.** “Four Philosophies for Freedom,” Conference on “The Legacies of African Nationalism and
Pan Africanism, Center for Leadership Ethics in Africa, University of Fort Hare, South Africa, September 28-30.


Mikles, N. L., "The Dalai Lama as King Gesar, the Karmapa as his Warrior: Mythic History to Bind the Dis-Membered Body of Tibet.” Association of Asian Studies, Seattle Convention Center, Seattle, WA, United States.

Moses, R.G. “Martin Luther King, Jr. and the Philosophy of Money: Revisiting the National Income as Nonviolent Economics,” Radical Philosophy Association (Univ. of KY-Louisville, Nov.).


Moses, R.G. “A Platonic Reading of Singing in the Rain,” TSU Dance Symposium (Sept.).


Wiegman, I. “Can Omniscience Beings Represent” New Mexico Texas Philosophical Society, Annual Meeting.

Yuan, L., American Philosophical Association, Pacific Division, "Hume, Mengzi, and Feminism on Extensive Virtue," San Francisco, CA.

**Political Science**

Alexander, S., Shields, P. M., Women and Gender Research Collaborative Symposium, "Texas Women City Managers: Their Stories of Success.” Women and Gender Research Collaborative, San Marcos, TX, United States. (March 25).


Castillo, C. R., Annual Meeting of the Society of Catholic Social Scientists, "The Achievement of the Radical Individual: Gender Identification The Last Barrier." Society of Catholic Social Scientists, Aquinas College, Grand Rapids, IN, United States. 2.


DeHart, P. R., 24th Society of Catholic Social Scientists, "Nature's Lawgiver: On Natural Law as Law.” Society of Catholic Social Scientists, Aquinas College, Grand Rapids, MI, United States. 2.
DeHart, P. R., Biennial CPS Meeting, "The Essential Dependence of Government by Consent on Classical Natural Law.” Waco, TX.


Doyle, T. E., Annual Conference, "The Political Prerequisites of Nuclear Disarmament: A Nuclear Ethical Analysis.” International Security and Arms Control/International Security Studies Section, Austin, TX, United States.


Doyle, T. E., Philosophy Dialogue Series, "Iranian Nuclear Aspirations: Security Dilemma as Ethical Dilemma.” Texas State University Philosophy, San Marcos, TX, United States.

Doyle, T. E., Texas State Authors Seminar, "The Ethics of Nuclear Weapons Dissemination.” Texas State Philosophy, San Marcos, TX, United States.

Evans, M., Annual Conference, "Brulotte is Alive and Well.” Southern Academy of Legal Studies in Business (SALSB), San Antonio, TX, United States.

Fields, W. M., Global Transport Resilience Forum, "Rethinking the Role of the Street in Resilient Transportation Planning.” University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom.


Gorman, R. F., Society of Catholic Social Scientists, "Moral Realism in International Relations.” Society of Catholic Social Scientists, Aquinas College, Grand Rapids, MI, United States.


Grasso, Kenneth L. “John Courtney Murray on Catholicism and the American Democratic Experiment,” Acton Institute for the Study of Religion and Liberty, Grand Rapids, MI. (June 24).


Mora, S. L., UTSA Political Science Faculty, "Assessing Program Learning Outcomes in Political Science.” University of Texas - San Antonio, San Antonio, TX, United States.
Mora, S., Political Science Faculty Meeting, "Faculty Roles and Responsibilities in Student Learning Outcomes.” Blinn College, Bryan, TX, United States.


Rahm, D., Great Decisions Discussion Series, "Climate Change.” Bulverde/Spring Brach Library, Bulverde, TX, United States. 


Shields, P. M. Graduate College Brown Bag Workshop, “Preparing for Conferences” San Marcos, TX (March 15).

Shields, P. M., American Society for Public Administration, "Getting Published.” Seattle, United States. (March 18).


Wells, J. L., International Studies Association, "Surveying the Field from Afar: Improving Undergraduates’ Perspectives of International Relations with a Scholars Wiki.” Atlanta, GA, United States.


Wells, J. L., Texas Triangle IR Conference, "Kill the Kleptocrats? Domestic Politics and Selection of Intervention Targets.” Austin, TX, United States.

Wright, W. A., "The Yin and Yang of a Mediator's Role as Scrivener and Arbiter.” Texas Mediator Credentialing Association, Houston, TX, United States. 

Wright, W. A., Celebración Académica del día del Criminólogo, "Mediación y Justicia Restaurativa: Generalidades y Algunos Ejemplos Texanos.” Universidad Autónoma de Tamaulipas, Reynosa, Mexico.


Wright, W. A., Texas Certified Public Managers Program, "Alternative Dispute Resolution and Dispute Resolution Systems Design.” Texas State University, San Marcos, TX, United States. 

Wright, W. A., Trans-Atlantic Mediator Practicum, "Styles of Mediation.” Austin Dispute Resolution Center, Austin, TX, United States.

Wright, W. A., XII Congreso Mundial de Mediación y Cultura de Paz, "Diálogos Filosóficos, Ontología de Mediación y Cambio Social.” Cámara de Comercio de Bogotá (Colombia) and Universidad de Sonora (Mexico), Bogota, Colombia. 

Yun, H. J., "Divided Political Blogs and Crossecutting Cyberspace Political Dialogues.” Communication University of China, Beijing, China.
Psychology


Ceballos, N. A., Czyzewska, M., Graham, R., Fourth annual Collaborative Perspectives on Addiction Meeting, "College drinking and attention to alcohol in Hispanic populations.” American Psychological Association, San Diego, CA, United States.

Pacaiśler, M., Davis, J. M., Tooley, K., 62nd Southwestern Psychological Association, "Interpersonal attraction as a function of attitude similarity and aggression.” Southwestern Psychological Association, Dallas, TX, United States.

Davis, J. M., Pius, S., 62nd Southwestern Psychological Association, "Assessing international knowledge in undergraduate psychology students.” Southwestern Psychological Association, Dallas, TX, United States.

Evans, J. J., National Institute on the Teaching of Psychology, "Leveraging the self and technology to teach the science of personality.” APS, St. Petersburg, FL, United States.

Ceballos, N. A., Czyzewska, M., Graham, R., Fourth annual Collaborative Perspectives on Addiction Meeting, "College drinking and attention to alcohol in Hispanic populations.” American Psychological Association, San Diego, CA, United States.


Hu, Y., Huang, Y., Association for Psychological Science Annual Convention, "Return to normal regulation after receiving an external stimulus.” Chicago.


Mendez, R. V., School of Psychology, "Importancia de Psicología Social: Genero, Identidad, y Cambios en Culturas.” Escuela Libre de Psicología, Chihuahua, Mexico, International Venue, Chihuahua, Mexico.


Oberle, C. D., Arellano, G., Vela, R., Jones, C., "Effects of binaural beats programs on memory and mood.” Southwestern Psychological Association, Dallas, TX, United States.

Oberle, C. D., Hughes, E., Samaghhabadi, R., "Orthorexia nervosa: Assessment and correlates with gender, BMI, and personality.” Southwestern Psychological Association, Dallas, TX, United States.


Seay, O. J., Seaton, D., Medina, R., Annual Convention, "Raising the Bar: Creating a Positive Long-Term Culture.” American Association on Intellectual & Developmental Disabilities-Texas Chapter, Westin Riverwalk, San Antonio, TX, United States. 2.


Pacailler, M., Davis, J., Tooley, K. M., Southwestern Psychological Association, "Interpersonal Attraction as a Function of Similarity and Aggression.” Dallas, TX, United States.


Westerberg, C. E., Presidential Seminar, "The transformation of memories during sleep: Implications for understanding both healthy and declining memory.” Texas State University, San Marcos, TX, United States.

Sociology


Habans, R., Clement, M. T., Pattison, A., "Carbon Emissions and Climate Policy Action in California: A Qualitative Comparative Analysis at the County-Level.”

Harris, D. A., R. R., "Framing History, Gentrification, and Community in the Austin, TX Urban Farm Debate.” Seattle, WA, United States.

Harris, D. A., R. R., "Color Blindness, Four Farms, and a City: Race and Urban Commercial Farming Reform in Austin, TX.” Toronto, Canada.


Martinez, G., Garza, A., “Going Beyond Assessment: HPN Hispanic Student Campus Climate Assessment at Texas State University.” American Association for Hispanics in Higher Education, Frisco, TX, United States.
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Price, R., "Studying Anti-Intellectualism to Learn the Life of the Mind.” Atlanta, GA, United States.


Whitehawk, M. C., "Expanding and Increasing Students' Learning About Cultural Diversity: Outcomes From An Undergraduate Sociology Course". Westin Seattle Hotel, Seattle, WA, United States.
IV. Awarded External Grants, Contracts, and Program Funding

**Anthropology**


**Ahlman, Todd M.**. Evans Road Survey, Adams Environmental, Inc., Private/Foundation/Corporate, $6,567.

**Ahlman, Todd M.**. Toutant Beauregard Road, Terracon Consulting, Inc., Private/Foundation/Corporate, $746.


**Ahlman, Todd M.**. San Marcos Dunbar Park, City of San Marcos, Municipal, $5,183. (Submitted: February 2016, Funded: June 2017).


**Ahlman, Todd M.**. Crosstown River Pathway, City of San Marcos, Municipal, $7,830.

**Benton, Amy E.**. TxDOT Curation 41HM1126 and 41TR203 Collection Prep, TxDOT, $435.

**Benton, Amy E.**. TxDOT Curation of Four Bridge replacement survey records collection, TxDOT, $250.

**Benton, Amy E.**. TxDOT Evaluation of 41WM1126 and 41TR203 collections, TxDOT, $128.

**Benton, Amy E.**. TxDOT Curation of 41AU98 Eligibility Testing collection, TxDOT, $2,189.

**Benton, Amy E.**. TxDOT Curation of 41WM1126 and 41TR203 Final Curation, TxDOT, $861.

**Benton, Amy E.**. TxDOT Curation of 5 Bridges Replacement, TxDOT, $100.

**Benton, Amy E.**. TxDOT Curation of Survey of Nine North Texas Surveys, TxDOT, $150.

**Benton, Amy E.**. TxDOT Curation of FM 2206 Records Collection, TxDOT, $225.

**Benton, Amy E.**. TxDOT Curation of the Big Hole 41TV2161 Collection, TxDOT, $4,738.


**Black, Stephen L.**. Dating Eagle Cave, $10,725. Texas State Crowdfunding.

**Black, Stephen L.**. Bonfire Shelter Research, Center for Big Bend Studies/Still Water Foundation, Private/Foundation/Corporate, $5,000. (Funded: August 2016 – December 2017). Grant.

**Black, Stephen L.**. Conference Symposium, Center for Big Bend Studies/Still Water Foundation, Private/Foundation/Corporate, $1,500. (Funded: October 2017).


**Collins, Michael B.** Prehistory Research Project, $190,000. The Gault School of Archaeological Research. (Funded: July 2, 2017). Grant.

**Collins, Michael B.** Prehistory Research Project, $200,000. The Gault School of Archaeological Research. (Funded: August 1, 2017). Grant.

**Mavroudas, Sophia R.**. Percent Contribution: 100%. Indeterminate bone sample, California State University, Institutional (Higher Ed), $150. (Funded).

**Reilly, Frank K.**. SAR Presidential Seminar, Lannan Foundation, $12,820. (Funded). Grant.


**Wescott, D.**. FACTS law enforcement workshops, $86,283.
**English**

**Grimes, Thomas J.** Percent Contribution: 100%. Katherine Anne Porter Literary Center, The Burdine Johnson Foundation, Private / Foundation / Corporate, $130,000. (Funded: January 1, 2016 - December 3.

**Geography**


**Boehm, Richard G.**. Jesse H. Jones Chair/Geographic Endowment, Endowment, Private / Foundation / Corporate, $43,548. (Funded: September 1, 2016 - August 31, 201.

**Boehm, Richard G.**. Michael Young Excellence Endowment, Endowment, Private / Foundation / Corporate, $8,200. (Funded: September 1, 2016 - August 31, 201.

**Boehm, Richard G.**. National Geographic Endowment, National Geographic Society, Private / Foundation / Corporate, $10,699. (Funded: September 1, 2016 - August 31, 201.


**Boehm, Richard G.** (Principal). National Geographic Society - Grosvenor Center Support, National Geographic Society Education Foundation, Private / Foundation / Corporate, $16,646. (Funded: January 1, 2016 - December 31, 201. Grant.

**Boehm, Richard G.** (Principal). Luxton Grosvenor Center National Support 2015, Jesse Luxton, Private / Foundation / Corporate, $20,000. (Funded: January 1, 2016 - December 31, 201 Grant.

**Boehm, Richard G.** (Principal). Young Grosvenor Center National Support 2015, Michael Young, Private / Foundation / Corporate, $20,000. (Funded: January 1, 2016 - December 31, 201 Grant.

**Boehm, Richard G.** (Principal). Geographic Alliance of Iowa, State, $15,865. (Funded: June 2016 - Present). Grant.

**Meitzen, Kimberly M.** (Co-Principal), **Julian, Jason P.** (Principal), **Butler, David R.** (Co-Principal). Resilience and Bio-Geomorphic Systems: The 48th Annual Binghamton Geomorphology Symposium, National Science Foundation, Federal, $39,250. Grant.

**Currit, Nathan A.**. Astronaut Photography Cataloging Project, Jacobs Technology, with funding from NASA, Private / Foundation / Corporate, $10,000. (Funded: November 1, 2016 - June 30, 201. Grant.

**Currit, Nathan A.** (Principal), **McClellan, Stanley A.** (Co-Principal). JETS FOP / Wilkinson (STO-S24611/B), Jacobs Technology Group, Private / Foundation / Corporate, $195,894. (Funded: January 2016 – December 201.

**Currit, Nathan A.** (Principal), **Jensen, Jenn** (Co-Principal), Earth Science and Remote Sensing, Jacobs Technology, with funding from NASA, Private / Foundation / Corporate, $10,400.

**Currit, Nathan A.**., Rock Surface Model Creation Project, Jacobs Technology, with funding from NASA, Private / Foundation / Corporate, $5,000.

**Currit, Nathan A.** (Principal), **Jensen, Jenn** (Co-Principal), Image Analysis Internship, Jacobs Technology, with funding from NASA, Private / Foundation / Corporate, $20,000.

**Currit, Nathan (Principal), Jensen, Jenn** (Co-Principal). Astronaut Photography Cataloging Project, Jacobs Technology, with funding from NASA, Funding through Jacobs Technology agreement with Texas State, $10,000. (Submitted: December 1, 2015, Funded: January 19, 2016 - May 31, 201. Grant.

**Davio, Rebecca**, Texas Trucking Association Service Agreement, Texas Trucking Association, $6,100. **Davio, Rebecca**, Travis County Tax Office Business Intelligence Analysis, Travis County, $65,950. **Davio, Rebecca**, Development Services Department Expired, City of Austin, $72,200. **Davio, Rebecca**, Brock Services Consulting Location Analysis, Brock Consulting, $62,400.
**Estaville, Lawrence E.** Race, Ethnicity, and Place Conference VIII, $7,500. Grant.

Estaville, Lawrence E. and Texas State Veterans Advisory Council. Established the Lorenzo Estavillo Veteran Academic Excellence Award ($25,000 endowment).

Estaville, Lawrence E. and Bobbie Ryder. Established the National Center for Farmworker Health Award for an Outstanding Geography Student ($5,000 endowment).

**Jensen, Jennifer** (Principal). Unmanned Aerial Vehicle monitoring of spectral response to plant productivity and mortality, Texas EcoLab; Brock Consulting Group, $37,320. (Funded: 2016 - 201. Grant.

Jo, Injeong (Principal), Hong, J. (Co-Principal). E. Willard and Ruby S. Miller Geography Education Research Grant Centennial Award, National Council for Geographic Education (NCGE) “Effect of Learning GIS on Students’ Progression in Geospatial Concepts Understanding”, $19,777. Grant.

Jo, Injeong (Principal), Enhancing Teachers' TPACK on GIS through an Online Professional Learning Community, National Geographic Society Education Foundation, $27,234.


**Petersen, James**, Teaching Geography's Big Ideas and Best Practices in the K-12 Classroom, National Geographic Society Education Foundation, $39,246.

**Petersen, James**, Esri 2016 ConnectED Workship, Esri, $5,000.

**Petersen, James**, Geography of Africa, Humanities Texas, $3,000.

**Petersen, James**, NGEF Texas Alliance 2016/17, National Geographic Society for Education Foundation, $47,500.

**Sansom, Andrew H.**, Winkler Family Foundation, Private / Foundation / Corporate, $50,000. (Funded: December 21, 2016 - Present).

**Sansom, Andrew H.**, Willim S. Harte, Private / Foundation / Corporate, $200,000. (Funded: March 23, 2016 - Present).

**Sansom, Andrew H.**, Way Family Philanthropic Fund, Private / Foundation / Corporate, $100,000. (Funded: February 22, 2016 - Present).

**Sansom, Andrew H.**, William S. Harte, Private / Foundation / Corporate, $10,000. (Funded: January 21, 2016 - Present).

**History**

**Rivaya-Martinez, Joaquin**. CONACyT Grant, CONACyT, CONACyT Grant for the research project El gran norte novohispano-mexicano en el tiempo y el espacio: estudios sobre poblaciones y territorios en perspectiva comparada, $153,000. (Funded: 2016 - 201. Grant.

**Puente Luna, José Carlos de la**. Mendel Fellowship, Lilly Library, Indiana University, Institutional (Higher Ed), $1,800. (Funded: December 21, 2016 - December 20, 201. Grant.

**Modern Languages**

**Navarro, David** (Co-Principal), **Beale-Rivaya, Yasmine** (Co-Principal). Forbidden Scriptures: Interreligious Exegesis in Medieval Spanish Historiography, Canadian Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council Canadian Humanities Fund (SSHRC), $64,982. (Funded: April 13, 2016 - Present). Grant.

**Philosophy**

**Carson, Jo.** American Pragmatism Meets Latin American Philosophy, Humanities Texas, $500.

**Hanks, J.C. and Farinas, R.** “Engagement: Symposium of Philosophy of Dance” Diversity Programs
Grant, $250


**Hanks, J.C. and Farinas, R.** “Engagement: Symposium of Philosophy of Dance” *Society for Performance Philosophy*, $100

**Marquez, Ivan.** Co-Author, Mini Grant, 2015-2016 Common Experience – Bridged Through Stories: Shared Heritage of the United States and Mexico, An Homage to Dr. Tomás Rivera., $700. Grant.

**Mikles, Natasha L.** Charlotte W. Newcombe Dissertation Fellowship, Woodrow Wilson Foundation, Private / Foundation / Corporate, $25,000. (Funded: September 1, 2016 - May 1, 201. Grant.

**Political Science**

**Balanoff, Howard R.** Certified Public Manager (CPM) Program, William P. Hobby Center for Public Service, State and Local Government Agencies and Individual Students, $300,000. (Funded: January 1, 2016 - December 31, 201.

**Grasso, Kenneth L.** (Principal). Association for the Study of Free Institutions, Private / Foundation / Corporate, $2,000. (Funded: August 30, 2016 - April 30, 201. Grant.

**Inbody, Donald (Principal).** Texas Bar Foundation, Private / Foundation / Corporate, $5,000.

**Inbody, Donald (Principal).** Hatton W. Sumners Foundation, Private / Foundation / Corporate, $5,350.

**Longoria, Thomas** (Co-Principal), Percent Contribution: 50%. Farmer, Jayce (Co-Principal), Percent Contribution: 50%. Citizen Survey: City of Hutto, Municipal, $2,750. (Funded: August 15, 201.

**Longoria, Thomas** (Co-Principal), Percent Contribution: 50%. Farmer, Jayce (Co-Principal), Percent Contribution: 50%. Citizen Survey: City of Georgetown, Municipal, $2,750. (Funded: August 15, 201.

**Longoria, Thomas** (Co-Principal), Percent Contribution: 50%. Farmer, Jayce (Co-Principal), Percent Contribution: 50%. Citizen Survey: City of Kyle, Municipal, $2,750. (Funded: August 15, 201.

**Longoria, Thomas** (Co-Principal), Percent Contribution: 50%. Farmer, Jayce (Co-Principal), Percent Contribution: 50%. Citizen Survey: City of San Marcos, Municipal, $2,750. (Funded: August 15, 201.

**Psychology**

**Ceballos, Natalie A.,** Wickham, K. A correlational study on the neurodevelopmental theories of human sexuality, $1,000.

**Sociology**

**Kotarba, Joseph A.** *Visiting Faculty University Award*, Department of Sociology, Uppsala University, Sweden. $7,500.

**Watt, Toni** (Principal), Pierson, Colin R. (Co-Principal), Harris County Protective Services Integrated Care Program Evaluation. $13,760.
V. Editorships of Journals and Membership on Editorial Boards - International, National, Regional, State

*Anthropology*

Ahlman, Todd. Editor. *Journal of Texas Archeology and History.*

Bousman, C. Britt. Co-Managing Editor. *Index of Texas Archaeology.*


Wernecke, D. Clark. Editorial Board. *Journal of Archaeology and Education.*


*English*

Bell-Metereau, Rebecca. Editorial Review Board Member. *Gender and Women's Journal,* San Marcos, TX, United States.


Ellis-Lai, Laura. Editorial Review Board Member. *Young Scholars in Writing,* 32 Campus Drive, Missoula, MT, United States.


Roundtree, Aimee. Editor. *Sage Open Article Editor.*


Tally, Robert. Editor. *Geocriticism and Spatial Literary Studies Series.*


duBois, Jennifer. Editor. *American Short Fiction.*

*Geography*


Muniz Solari, Osvaldo. Editorial Board Member. *Revista Geográfica. PAIGH.*

Muniz Solari, Osvaldo. Editorial Review Board Member. *Revista Cartográfica. PAIGH.*


*History*


Bishop, Elizabeth. Editor. *Graduate Journal of Social Science (GJSS),* Leeds, United Kingdom.


Mellard, Jason. Editor. *Journal of Texas Music History.*

Rivaya-Martinez, Joaquin. Editorial Board Member. *Ethnohistory.*

Utley, Dan. Editor. Sound Historian, Texas Oral History Association, San Marcos, TX, United States.

Modern Languages

Echeverría, Miriam. Editorial Review Board Member. Confluencia, Greeley, CO, United States.
Juge, Matthew. Editor. Diachronica.
Ugalde, Sharon E. Editorial Board. Letras Hispanas: Revista de Literatura y Cultura.
Ugalde, Sharon E. Editorial Board of Cuadernos de ALDEEU
Ugalde, Sharon E. Editorial Board of Aula Lírica
Ugalde, Sharon E. Editorial Board of Cincinnati Romance Review

Philosophy


Political Science

Fields, Billy. Board Member. American Society for Public Administration Section for Transportation Policy and Administration. 2012-present.
Grasso, Kenneth L. Executive Editorial Board Member, Journal of Markets & Morality.
Grasso, Kenneth L. Editorial Advisory Board Member, The Catholic Social Science Review.
Leder, Arnold. Member, Editorial Board Member. The Public Manager.
Shields, Patricia. Editorial Review Board Member Administration & Society.

Psychology


Sociology

Harris, Deborah. Editorial Board Member. Teaching Sociology.
Kotarba, Joseph A. Consulting Editor, Symbolic Interaction.
Kotarba, Joseph A. Member, Editorial Board, Substance Abuse and Rehabilitation.
Kotarba, Joseph A. Member, Editorial Board, Qualitative Sociology Review.
Kotarba, Joseph A. Advisory Editor, Sarmatian Review.
Kotarba, Joseph A. Advisory Editor, Sociological Quarterly.
Kotarba, Joseph A. Associate Editor, Journal of Contemporary Ethnography.
VI. Faculty Awards and Honors, Executive Leadership Positions and Board Memberships - International, National and Regional

**Anthropology**


Agwuele, Augustine. Fulbright U.S. Scholar Grant to Ethiopia, U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs.

Ahlman, Todd. Chair. Academic and Professional Training Committee, Society for Historical Archaeology.

Herrmann, Nicholas. Treasurer. Southeastern Archaeological Conference.

Spradley, Kate. Secretary - Anthropology Section. American Academy of Forensic Sciences.


Wernecke, D. Clark. Editorial Board. Journal of Archaeology and Education.

**English**

Busby, Mark. Chair. Western Literature Assn, Big Sky, MT, United States.


Grimes, Thomas. Nominee: PEN/USA Award for Best Work of Creative Nonfiction, PEN/USA.

Jackson, Rebecca. Co-Chair. Master's Degree Consortium of Writing Studies Specialists.

Kosmitis, Lindy. Co-Chair. Texas Regional Alignment Network (TxRAN), Central, TX, United States.


Mejia, Jaime. Chair. Tejas Foco Dissertation Award, Houston, TX, United States.

Mejia, Jaime. Chair. Conference on College Composition and Communication, Houston, TX, United States.

Morrison, Susan. Recipient: Words on Wings Book Award for young adult fiction, a Literary Classics Top Honors Award 2016.

Morrison, Susan. Recipient: Blogger Recognition Award.

Needham, Keith. Recipient: Outstanding Officer, The Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi.

Parks, Cecily. Recipient: Pushcart Prize, The Pushcart Prize.


Rosenberg, Teya. Vice President. Children's Literature Association, United States.


Skerpan-Wheeler, Elizabeth. Recipient: NEH Research Fellowship, St. Louis University Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies.

Skerpan-Wheeler, Elizabeth. President. South Central Renaissance Conference.

Valdes, Janelle. Recipient: Accepted into Kenyon Review Writers Workshop, Kenyon Review.

Valdes, Janelle. Recipient: Accepted into Bread Loaf Writers’ Conference, Bread Loaf Writers’ Conference.


Wend-Walker, Graeme. Chair. 2018 Children's Literature Association Annual Conference, San Antonio, San Antonio, TX, United States.

Winchell, Anne. Chair. National Popular Culture and American Culture Association Conference,
Seattle, WA, United States.

**Geography**


**Blanchard-Boehm, Denise.** Chair. *Jobs and Careers in Geography Committee*.

**Butler, David.** Recipient: Editor, Annals of the American Association of Geographers, American Association of Geographers.

**Butler, David.** Recipient: Reviewer Certificate of Appreciation, Hydrological Processes (Wiley journal).

**Butler, David.** Recipient: Recognized Reviewer Certificate, Catena (Elsevier journal).

**Butler, David.** Recipient: Recognized Reviewer Certificate, Earth-Science Reviews (Elsevier journal).

**Butler, David.** Recipient: Recognized Reviewer Certificate, Cold Regions Science and Technology (Elsevier journal).

**Estaville, Lawrence.** Enhancing Diversity Award, American Association of Geographers (national career award).

**Estaville, Lawrence.** Member, Board of Directors, Race, Ethnicity, and Place Conferences.

**Estaville, Lawrence.** Co-organizer, Race, Ethnicity, and Place Conference VIII, Kent State University.


**Estaville, Lawrence.** Led in establishing a research collaboration between the National Center for Farmworker Health and the Texas State Geography Department.

**Estaville, Lawrence.** Co-Chair, Academic Program External Review, Department of Geography, Binghamton University (SUNY).

**Hiner, Colleen.** Vice President. *Wine, Beer, Spirits Specialty Group American Association of Geographers.*

**Hiner, Colleen.** Officer. *Regional Director and Networking Chair, Rural Geography Specialty Group, American Association of Geographers.*

**Julian, Jason.** Secretary. *Southwest Division of American Association of Geographers.*

**Lu, Yongmei.** Recipient: Elsevier Atlas Award for publication of research paper with broad impact, Elsevier Publishing.

**Lu, Yongmei.** Co-Chair. *Conference Organizing Committee and Program Committee (Co-Chair), the 25th International Conference on Geoinformatics,* Buffalo, NY, United States.

**Muniz Solari, Osvaldo.** Chair. *Clearinghouse Committee. National Center for Research in Geography Education.*

**Saveliev, Alexander.** Co-Chair. *Association of American Geographers (AAG) Cartography Specialty Group.*

**Yuan, Yihong.** Board Member of Director (BOD). *Chinese Professional in Geographic Information Systems.*

**History**

**Bishop, Elizabeth.** Co-Chair. *American Institute for Maghrib Studies (AIMS), Tunis, Tunisia.*

**Damiano, Sara.** Recipient: Postdoctoral Fellowship, Program in Early American Economy and Society, Library Company of Philadelphia.

**Glass, Bryan.** Co-Chair. *Britain and the World 10th Annual Conference.*

**Glass, Bryan.** Co-Chair. *Organizing Committee for Ninth Annual Britain and the World Conference.*

**Hart, Paul.** Officer. *Southwest Council on Latin American Studies (SCOLAS).*

**Montgomery, Rebecca.** Recipient: Filson Fellowship, Filson Historical Society.

**Pilely, Jessica.** Recipient: Fulbright Specialist, U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs.
Cultural Affairs.

**Puente Luna, José Carlos de la.** Chair. Colonial Studies Committee of the Conference on Latin American History/American Historical Association.

**Puente Luna, José Carlos de la.** Secretary. Colonial Studies Committee of the Conference on Latin American History/American Historical Association.

**Modern Languages**

**Glajar, Valentina.** Co-Chair. *German Studies Association*, San Diego, CA, United States.

**Jaffe, Catherine M.** Executive Secretary/Treasurer, Ibero-American Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies.

**Martinez, Sergio.** President. *Southwest Council of Latin American Studies*.

**Navarro, David.** Chair. *Panel Session: Filmic Counter-discourse. Second Annual Conference in Hispanic Studies*, Houston, TX, United States.

**Navarro, David.** Chair. Session “Derechos, libertad, y limitaciones del individuo en la literatura medieval peninsular”. Congress of the Association of Canadian Hispanicists. University of Calgary, CAN, June 1-3.


**Ugalde, Sharon.** Recipient: Plan Nacional de Proyectos de Investigación Fundamental (Spanish Government’s National Plan for Research Projects). A team research project "Poetas del 50, textos y contextos”.

**Philosophy**

**Gallegos de Castillo, Lori.** Recipient: Dissertation Fellowship, Ford Foundation.

**Political Science**

**Hernandez, Rodolfo.** Recipient: Calihan Academic Fellowship, Acton Institute.

**Rahm, Dianne.** Recipient: CenTex Award for Distinguished Public Administration Educator, 2016. Central Texas American Society for Public Administration Chapter.

**Varacalli, Thomas.** Recipient: Sidney Richards Moore Fellowship, Eric Voegelin Institute.

**Wells, Jeremy.** Nominee: Frank J. Klingberg Award for Best Paper Presented by a Faculty Member, International Studies Association-Midwest.

**Wright, Walter.** Co-Chair. *International Expansion Work Group of Association for Conflict Resolution*.

**Psychology**

**Ceballos, Natalie.** Chair. *Membership Committee for Research Society on Alcoholism (RSA)*.

**Osborne, Randall.** Recipient: Psi Chi Model Chapter, Psi Chi International Honor Society in psychology.

**Schepis, Ty.** Treasurer. *Society of Addiction Psychology (APA Division 5)*.

**Sociology**

**Giuffre, Patti.** Nominee: Feminist Mentor Award, Sociologists for Women in Society.

**Kotarba, Joseph.** Recipient: Visiting Faculty Distinguished Lecture, Department of Sociology, Uppsala University, Sweden.

**Kotarba, Joseph.** Chair, Diversity Task Force, Society for the Study of Symbolic Interaction.
VII. Faculty Awards and Honors, Executive Leadership Positions and Board Memberships - State, Local, and University

Anthropology

Juarez, Ana. Recipient: Favorite Professors of the Year, Alpha Chi Honor Society.
Wernecke, D. Clark. Director. Texas Historical Foundation.
Wernecke, D. Clark. Treasurer. Prehistoric Texas Trail.
Wescott, Daniel. Recipient: Presidential Distinction Award for Excellence in Scholarly / Creative Activities, College of Liberal Arts.

English

Banerjee, Suparno. Recipient: Received Tenure.
Busby, Mark. Officer. Council of College Teachers of English, San Antonio, TX, United States.
Coates, Jason. Recipient: Faculty Guest Speaker, Terry Foundation.
Lochman, Daniel T. Executive Board member, Sixteenth Century Studies Society
Morrison, Susan. Recipient: Alpha Chi Favorite Professor.
Needham, Keith. Recipient: Appointed as University Seminar Mentor, Office of University Seminar.
Noll, Stephanie. Recipient: Golden Apple Award for Excellence in Teaching, College of Liberal Arts.
Parks, Cecily. Recipient: Letter of Graduate Student Recognition of Campus Support.
Skerpan-Wheeler, Elizabeth. Secretary. Texas Faculty Association.
Williams, Miriam. Recipient: Alpha Chi National Honor Society Favorite Professor.
Wilson, Steven. Recipient: Presidential Distinction Award for Excellence in Teaching, Texas State University.

Geography

Butler, David. Recipient: Graduating Student "Recognition of Campus Support", Texas State University.
Butler, David. Recipient: Honorary Professor of International Studies, Texas State University.
Currit, Nathan. Recipient: Alpha Chi Favorite Professor, Alpha Chi National College Honor Society.
Estaville, Lawrence. Member, Cancer Alliance of Texas.
Estaville, Lawrence. Member, Texas Alliance for Cancer Advocacy Movement and Community Outreach (six universities).
Giordano, Alberto. Recipient: Faculty Award for Outstanding Achievement in International Education, Texas State University.
Julian, Jason. Recipient: Alpha Chi Favorite Professor, Alpha Chi National College Honor Society.
Lu, Yongmei. Recipient: Alpha Chi Favorite Professor, Alpha Chi National College Honor Society.
Sansom, Andrew. Recipient: Bob Armstrong Lifetime Achievement Award, Shoal Creek Conservancy.
Tiefenbacher, John. Recipient: Favorite Professor Award, The Alfred H. Nolle Chapter of the Alpha Chi National College Honor Society.
Zhan, F. Recipient: Graduate College Outstanding Mentor Award, Texas State University.

History

Denton, Patricia. Recipient: Favorite Professor, Spring and Fall Semesters, Alpha Chi National Honor Society.
Dunn, Dennis. Recipient: Regents' Professor, Texas State Board of Regents.
Dunn, Dennis. Recipient: University Distinguished Professor, Texas State University President.
Hartman, Gary. Dean’s Award for Excellence in Development Funding, College of Liberal Arts.
Johnson, Ronald. Recipient: Alpha Chi National Honor Society Favorite Professor, Alpha Chi National Honor Society.
Johnson, Ronald. Recipient: Alpha Chi National Honor Society Favorite Professor, Alpha Chi National Honor Society.
Johnson, Ronald. Recipient: Presidential Distinction Award for Excellence in Teaching, Texas State University.
Johnson, Ronald. Nominee: Presidential Excellence in Teaching Award, Texas State University.
Makowski, Elizabeth. Recipient: Honorary Professor of International Studies, Center for International Studies.
Mann, Bryan. Recipient: Favorite Professor, Alpha Chi National Honor Society.
Yick, Joseph. Recipient: Honor Professor of History.
Yick, Joseph. Recipient: Honorary Professor of International Studies, Center for International Studies.

Modern Languages

Dunaway, Margaret. Recipient: "Favorite Professor", Alpha Chi Omega National Honor Society.
Golato, Peter. Recipient: Alpha Chi Favorite Professor, Alpha Chi.
Gomez Ramirez, Maria. Recipient: Favorite Professor at Texas State University.
Harrington, Emily. Recipient: Graduating Student Recognition of Campus Support, Retention Management & Planning.
Martin, Carole. Recipient: Honorary Professor of International Studies, Texas State University.
Martin, Carole. Recipient: University Honors Professor, Texas State University.
Martin, Carole. Recipient: Faculty Developmental Leave, Texas State University.
Melgar, Alba. Recipient: Thank you e-mails, cards and letters, Director of Retention Management and Planning.
Navarro, David. Recipient: Alpha Chi Favorite Professor, Alpha Chi.
Siwak, Ewa. Recipient: Alpha Chi Favorite Professor, Alpha Chi Honor Society/University College.
Velasquez, Gloria. Recipient: 2015 Team Excellence in Diversity Award, Equity and Access.
Velasquez, Gloria. Recipient: Thank you email, cards and letters, Students and the Director of Retention Management and Planning.
Velasquez, Gloria. Recipient: Article Interview, Community Impact.
Velasquez, Gloria. Recipient: Article Interview, Nation of Immigrants Blog.
Velasquez, Gloria. Recipient: Article Interview, University Star.
Velasquez, Gloria. Recipient: Article Interview, University Star.

Philosophy

Hanks, J.C., Tate, J.S., Fazarro, D.E, Trybula, W. McLean, R.J.C., Dutta, S., and Allhoff, F., “NanoTRA: Texas Regional Alliance to Foster Nanotechnology Environment, Health, and Safety
Awareness in Tomorrow’s Engineering and Technology Leaders,” recognized by the Center for Ethics, Engineering, and Society and the National Academy of Engineering as an Exemplary Engineering Ethics Program


Political Science

Crossett, Gregory. Recipient: Alpha Chi Favorite Professor Award, The Alfred H. Nolle Chapter of the Alpha Chi National College Honor Society.

Evans, M. Recipient: Favorite Professor Award, Alpha Chi National College Honor Society, Texas State University.


Gorman, Robert. Recipient: Honorary Professor of International Studies, Center for International Studies.


Mora, Sherri. Recipient: Alpha Chi Favorite Professor, Alpha Chi Honor Society.

Tajalli, Hassan. Recipient: Favorite Professor, Alfred H. Nolle Chapter of the Alpha Chi National College Honor Society.

Wright, Walter. Recipient: Award recognizing status as a founder of the Central Texas Dispute Resolution Center, Central Texas Dispute Resolution Center.

Wright, Walter. Recipient: Favorite Professor Award, Alpha Chi National College Honor Society, Texas State University.

Psychology

Angulo, Sarah. Recipient: Guest coach invitation, Texas State University athletics.

Bitney, Catherine. Recipient: Favorite Professor, Alpha Chi National College Honor Society.

Ceballos, Natalie. Recipient: Alpha Chi National Honor Society (TX State Chapter) Favorite Professor.

Czyzewska, Maria. Recipient: SLAC Favorite Statistics Professor, SLAC.

Czyzewska, Maria. Recipient: Alpha Chi Favorite Professor.

Davis, John. Recipient: Favorite Professor, Alpha Chi, Alpha Chi, the National College Honor Scholarship Society.

Davis, John. Recipient: Honorary Professor of International Studies, Texas State University.

Easton, Judith. Recipient: Favorite Professor, Alpha Chi.

Howard, Krista. Recipient: Favorite Professor, Alpha Chi National College Honor Society.

Kelemen, William. Recipient: Alpha Chi Favorite Professor (201).

Meeks, Amy. Recipient: Favorite Professor, Alpha Delta Pi Sorority.

Meeks, Amy. Recipient: Favorite Professor, Chi Omega Sorority.

Meeks, Amy. Recipient: Favorite Professor, Alpha Chi National College Honor Society.

Mendez, Roque. Recipient: Alpha Chi Favorite Professor, Alpha Chi, Texas State University.

Ogletree, Shirley. Recipient: Everette Swinney Teaching Award, Texas State University.

Osborne, Randall. Recipient: Honorary Professor of International Studies, Texas State.

Rogers, Robyn. Recipient: 35 Year Service Award, Texas State University.
Rogers, Robyn. Recipient: Upward Bound Program Recognition, Texas State University Upward Bound Program.


Seay, Ollie. President. Capacity FOR JUSTICE.

Stanfield, Candice. Recipient: Transfer Student Appreciation, Texas State University.

Warnell, Katherine. Recipient: Graduate Dean's Dissertation Fellowship, University of Maryland.

Warnell, Katherine. Recipient: First Place, Graduate Research Interaction Day, University of Maryland.

Sociology

Giuffre, Patti. Recipient: Mariel Muir Mentoring Award, Texas State University.

Giuffre, Patti. Recipient: Distinguished Lecturer, Willson Center for Arts and Humanities, University of Georgia.

Giuffre, Patti. Recipient: Outstanding Faculty Scholar Award, Center for Diversity and Gender Studies, Texas State University.

Harris, Deborah. Recipient: Outstanding Faculty Scholar Award, Center for Diversity and Gender Studies, Texas State University.

Kotarba, Joseph A. Recipient: Favorite Professor, Alpha Chi National College Honor Society.

Martinez, Gloria. Recipient: President's Excellence in Diversity Award, President Trauth.

Martinez, Gloria. Recipient: Texas State University Hispanic Policy Network Rising Stars, Hispanic Policy Network.

Martinez, Gloria. Recipient: Texas State University Quarterly Team Award, Office of VPSA.

Mosel-Talavera, Kelly. Recipient: Alpha Chi Honor Society Favorite Professor.

Pino, Nathan. Recipient: Favorite Professor, Alpha Chi National College Honor Society.

Pino, Nathan. Recipient: Presidential Award of Distinction for Scholarly/Creative Activity, Office of the President, Texas State University.

Price, Robert. Recipient: College of Liberal Arts Achievement Award for Excellence in Teaching, Liberal Arts.

Price, Robert. Recipient: Honors College Professor of the Year, Texas State Honors College.
VIII. Mentors of Graduate Student Presentations, Published Works or Awards - International, National, Regional and State

**Anthropology**


Bates, L., Wescott, D. J., "Not All Degree Days are Equal in the Rate of Decomposition: The Effect of Season of Death on the Relationship between Gross Postmortem Decomposition and Accumulated Degree Days.” American Academy of Forensic Sciences, Las Vegas, NV, United States.


Bentley, J. H., Garber, J., Springs, L., "Charmed Objects and Africa Influence in the Cemetery at St. George's Caye, Belize.” Belize Archaeology, San Ignacio, Belize.

**Bousman, Brittt.** (mentor). Gulihur, C. "Archaeological Survey in Eastern Brewster County.”. Texas State University. Council of Texas Archaeologists, Austin

**Bousman, Brittt.** (mentor). Gulihur, C. "Rock Shelters and Open Sites in Eastern Brewster County.”. Texas State University. Big Bend Conference, Center of Big Bend, Sul Ross University, Alpine


Juarez, Ana (mentor). Dall, Amelia (MA), Diedrich, Kimberly (MA), Heffelfinger, Jane (MA), Sheets, Bill (MA), Gonzalez, Antonia (BA), Guajardo, Jennifer (BA), Harmon, Joey (BA), Molinar, Brittini (BA), Wolter, Erin (BA). Iglesias y Camposantos: Sacred Spaces for Mexican Americans in San Marcos, Tx. Center for the Study of the Southwest, Texas State University.


Gleiber, D., Skipper, C. E., Cunningham, D. L., Wescott, D. J., "Variation in the trabecular structure of the proximal tibia between obese and nonobese females.” American Association of Physical Anthropologists, Atlanta, GA, United States.


Horn, S. W., Garber, J. F., Awe, J. J., "And Now for Something Completely Different: Architectural Variability as a Signature of Dynamic Social Relations at Middle Preclassic Cahal Pech.” Belize Archaeology Symposium, San Ignacio Belize, San Ignacio, Belize.


McClain, B. S., **Spradley, M. K.**, "Indicators of Stress within Modern Undocumented Border Crossers Along the South Texas Border.” American Association of Physical Anthropologists, Atlanta, GA, United States.

McDaneld, C., **Wescott, D. J.**, "The Effect of Plastic Tarps on the Rate of Human Decomposition During the Spring/Summer in Central Texas.” American Academy of Forensic Sciences, Las Vegas, NV, United States.


Miller, C., **Brunson, E. K.**, "Intersections of Dental Care at the Texas/Mexico Border.” Society for Applied Anthropology, Vancouver, Canada.


Pyle, J., **Spradley, M. K.**, "Understanding skeletal decomposition through physical changes caused by bone weathering.” American Association of Physical Anthropologists, Atlanta, GA, United States.

Reilly, Frank. (mentor). Nowak, J. "Ceramics at the Lake Jackson Site.” Southeastern Archaeological Conference, Athens, GA.

Hessey, Amelia **Spradley, Martha K.** and **Ashley H McKeown.** "Sex Estimation from the Greater Sciatic Notch of the Human Pelvis: A Geometric Morphometric Approach." American Association of Physical Anthropologists, Atlanta, GA, United States.


**Wescott, Daniel.** (mentor). Meckel, L. College of Liberal Arts Outstanding Graduate Student. Texas State University.

Zaleski, S., **Herrmann, N. P.**, "Subsistence and mobility at Morton Shell Mound (16IB: Analysis of femoral crosssectional properties.” American Association of Physical Anthropologists, Atlanta, GA, United States.


**English**

**Balzhiser, Deborah.** (mentor). Scott, A. "Reconciling Hybridity: Towards a More Inclusive Understanding of Biracial Identity in Technical Communication." Conference of the Association of Teachers of Technical Writing, Houston, TX.

**Cassells, Cyrus.** (mentor). **Lochman, Daniel.** (mentor). Lawrenson, D. 2015-2016 Outstanding Graduate Student, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University.

Leake, Eric. (mentor). Ilersich, M. "I'm an Animal." The Austin Review 5
(http://theaustinreview.org/store/issue5).

Modern Epistolary Cultures Conference, University of York, UK

Lochman, Daniel T. (mentor). Stephanie Childress (GST). Participant in Handwriting and Culture of
Early Modern Manuscripts workshop, Rare Book School, University of Virginia

to Bibliography workshop, Rare Book School, University of Virginia

Marquiss, T., Wilson, N. A., Garza, E. S., 35th Annual First-Year Experience Conference, "From
Common Reading to a Common Experience: Fostering a Campus-wide Conversation.” Annual
Conference on the First-Year Experience, Orlando, FL.

Literature, https://electricliterature.com/the-lost-girls-a-rehearsal-for-minor-tragedies-
d821afe71f8.


Morrison, Susan. (mentor). Dukes, T. ""The Wife's Lament": Female Elegy, Melodrama, and Re-
Framing Narrative.” Associated Colleges of the South Gender Studies Conference,

Morrison, Susan. (mentor). Stockstead, R. ""How Do We Be Christian? Building Conformity in Anglo-
Saxon Christianity"", Texas Medieval Association Conference, Texas A&M University.

Wilson, N. A., Marquiss, C. S., Garza, E., "From Common Reading to Common Experience: Fostering a
Campus-wide Conversation.” Annual Conference on the First-Year Experience, Orlando, FL.

Geography
Blanchard, Denise. Recommendation for Dissertation Research Fellowship for William Gene Adams,
Jr., Graduate College, Texas State University. $5,000 Awarded.

Blue, Sarah A and Monica Zappa. "Twenty Years after the Storm: Hurricane Vulnerability in Bluefields,

Chow, T. E., Ng, M., Chan, C., Wong, D. W., "Linking Past to Present: Reconstructing the Historical
Geographies of Colonial Hong Kong.” Population Association of Japan, Kashiwa, Japan. (June).

Dedeaux, L., Yuan, Y. (mentor), "Applying data mining techniques to capture outliers in groundwater
level data: Edwards Aquifer, Central Texas." Edwards Aquifer Authority.

Dedeaux, L., Yuan, Y. (mentor), Certificate of Excellence, Biology Department, Texas State University.

Dedeaux, L., Yuan, Y. (mentor), Chuck Nash Aquatic Studies Endowed Scholarship.


Engells, Laura, and David R. Butler. “Assessing the Risk of Debris Flow Occurrences in Mountainous
Recreation Environments: An Application in Glacier National Park, Montana.” American
Association of Geographers, San Francisco, CA.

Gimmich, D., Hiner, C. C., “Evaluating and improving wildfire evacuation in Austin, Texas through
community engagement workshops.” American Association of Geographers, San Francisco, CA,
United States. (March).

Jenkins, A., Hiner, Colleen C., "Fruitful Findings in France: the rebellious regions of cider-making.”
American Association of Geographers, San Francisco, CA, United States. (March).

Jin, H. H., Lu, Y., "Regionalization of school youth’s body mass index in Texas using continuity
constrained clustering and partitioning.” American Association of Geographers, San Francisco, CA,
United States. March).

Jones, Paula, Jason Knight, and Russell C. Weaver. "Walkable and resurgent for whom? The uneven
geographies of walkability in Buffalo, New York." Applied Geography.
Julian, Jason. (mentor). Ioannis Kamarinas. 2nd place Paper at Southwest Division of the American Association of Geographers. “Nonlinear Relationships between Land Use/Cover Change and Sediment Runoff on an Intensively Managed Landscape.”


Pevey, M., Hiner, Colleen C., "#craftbeer and the use of social media in the branding and marketing of "local" and/or "sustainable" fermented beverages.” American Association of Geographers, San Francisco, CA, United States. (March).


History


Tillman, Ellen. (mentor). Haley, H. Graduate College Outstanding Master’s Thesis Award in the Humanities and Fine Arts.

Modern Languages


Political Science

Alexander, S., Shields, P. M., "Texas Women City Managers: Their Stories of Success.” Women and Gender Research Collaborative, San Marcos, TX, United States.


### Psychology


Ceballos, N. A., Gray, C., Graham, R., Tooley, K., "Effects of vicarious equine therapy on mood in college students.” Association for Psychological Science, Chicago, IL, United States. (201.


Davis, J. M., Pacallier, M., 125th annual convention of the American Psychological Association, "What makes me like/dislike you: Attraction as a function of aggression level and attitude similarity?" American Psychological Association, Washington, DC, United States. 22,).

Davis, J. M., Pius, S., 62nd Southwestern Psychological Association, "Assessing international knowledge in undergraduate psychology students.” Southwestern Psychological Association, Dallas, TX, United States.


Gray, A., Haskard Zolnierek, K., Howard, K., Society for Behavioral Medicine, "Evaluating barriers to medication adherence: A comparison of patients with physical verses psychological illness.” (201.

Gray, J. C., Ceballos, N. A., Graham, R., Tooley, K., Association for Psychological Sciences Annual Meeting, "Effects of vicarious equine therapy on mood in college students.” Association for Psychological Sciences, Chicago, IL, United States.


Jones, A., Ogletree, S. M., Annual Convention of the Southwestern Psychological Association, "Using video game habits to measure gender & racial discrimination and sexism.” Southwestern Psychological Association, Dallas, TX.

Jones, C., Oberle, C. D., "Predicting safe sex practices from gender-related interpersonal variables.” Southwestern Psychological Association, Dallas, TX, United States.


Mooney, K., Santana, A., Deason, R. G., "Music as a Memory Enhancer for General Content Information.” Eighth International Research Conference, Texas State University, San Marcos, TX, United States.

Mooney, K., Santana, A., Deason, R. G., Psychonomics Society Annual Meeting, "Music as a Memory Enhancer for General Content Information.” Boston, MA, United States.

Morris, C., Graham, R., Association for Psychological Sciences Annual Meeting, "Coloring and stress reduction: The effects of trait anxiety and type of coloring on state anxiety after a math stressor.” Association for Psychological Sciences, Chicago, IL., United States.

Oberle, C. D., Arellano, G., Vela, R., Jones, C., "Effects of binaural beats programs on memory and mood.” Southwestern Psychological Association, Dallas, TX, United States.


Pacailler, M., Davis, J. M., Tooley, K., 62nd Southwestern Psychological Association, "Interpersonal attraction as a function of attitude similarity and aggression.” Southwestern Psychological Association, Dallas, TX, United States.

Ramos, S., Gray, A., Howard, K., Association for Psychological Sciences, "Evaluating the influence of perceived disability on psychosocial factors following knee replacement surgery." (201.

Ramos, S., Gray, A., Howard, K., Society for Behavioral Medicine, "Evaluating the utility of the Pain Disability Questionnaire for physical outcomes following Total Knee Arthroplasty (TKA)." (201.


Stephenson, K., Deason, R. G., Eighth International Research Conference, "An Examination of the Mere Exposure Effect in Relation to the Distractor Devaluation Effect.” Texas State University, San Marcos, TX, United States.

Stephenson, K., Etherton, J. L., Osborne, R., Montgomery, L., Jones, C., Wells, S., Ortiz, E., Thomas, L. J., Annual Convention of the Southwest Psychological Association., "Absence of Ego-depletion effect, Part Two: Stroop task and grip duration.” SWPA, Convention, Dallas, TX, United States. 15.).


Wang, Yuyin, Javier Artesta, Yifang Sun, and Yueqin Hu. "Self-Compassion: A Resource for Stress Coping and Health Promotion." Psychological Reports.

White, S. T., Graham, R., Association for Psychological Sciences Annual Meeting, "Examining implicit and explicit biases against African Americans: Weapon bias and the Modern Racism Scale.” Association for Psychological Sciences, Chicago, IL, United States.


**Sociology**

Giuffre, Patti. (mentor). Rutherford, K. Outstanding Student Scholar. Center for Diversity and Gender Studies, Texas State University.


Martínez-Ramos, Gloria P., Arellano, M., Lopez, S., Race, Ethnicity, and Place Annual Conference, "Hispanic Student Campus Climate Survey Spring 2014.” American Association for Geographers Race Ethnicity and Place, San Marcos, TX, United States.


Martínez-Ramos, Gloria P., Garza, A., "Going Beyond Assessment: HPN Hispanic Student Campus Climate Assessment at Texas State University.” American Association for Hispanics in Higher Education, Frisco, TX, United States.
IX. Mentors of Undergraduate Student Presentations, Published Works or Awards - International, National, Regional and State

**Anthropology**


**English**

Balzhiser, Deborah. (mentor). Ratcliff, H. Outstanding Senior. Texas State University.


**Geography**


**Modern Languages**


Jaffe, Catherine. (mentor). Jones, Lindsey. “Cervantes’ Unique Literary Techniques and Style Exhibited through Master Pedro’s Puppet Theater.” Undergraduate Research Conference, Texas State University.


**Philosophy**

Laycock, Joseph. (mentor). Wooldridge, D. "Untitled documentary on religious diversity in Austin, TX." Film Screening. Texas State University. Screening, Comal 116.

**Psychology**


Hill, B., Ogletree, S. M., "Perceptions of sexual variations and career achievement.” Southwestern Psychological Association, Dallas, TX.


Light, M., Ceballos, N. A., Bertsch, S., Graham, R., "Reflexive orienting to happy and disgusted gaze faces and tobacco targets in smokers and nonsmokers.” Cognitive Neuroscience Society, Boston, MA, United States.


Newton, V., Milam, K., Wiese, B., Jackson, R., Ceballos, N. A., "Impact of gender and ethnicity on attitudes about tobacco among smoking and non-smoking college students.” University Honors Thesis Forum, Texas State University, San Marcos, TX, United States.


Oberle, C. D., Arellano, G., Vela, R., Jones, C., "Effects of binaural beats programs on memory and mood.” Southwestern Psychological Association, Dallas, TX, United States.

Oberle, C. D., Hughes, E., Samaghabadi, R., "Orthorexia nervosa: Assessment and correlates with gender, BMI, and personality.” Southwestern Psychological Association, Dallas, TX, United States.


Ogletree, S. M., Diaz, P., "College students’ definitions and correlates of feminism.” Southwestern Psychological Association, Dallas, TX.


Padilla, V., Ogletree, S. M., "College student hookah use: Frequency, related attitudes, and personality variables.” Annual Convention of the Southwestern Psychological Association, Dallas, TX.


Rinehard, K. L., Aaron, R. E., Ceballos, N. A., "Art: a useful technique for reducing anxiety in college." Annual University of Houston-Clear Lake Student Conference for Research and Creative Arts, Houston, TX, United States.

Rinehart, K. L., Aaron, R. E., Ceballos, N. A. "Guided art-based interventions reduce anxiety levels in college students.” 31st annual World Conference of Stress and Anxiety Research, National University of Ireland, Galway, Ireland.


Thurin, K., Ceballos, N. A., Graham, R., “Changes in P100 amplitudes to alcohol images in freshman females are moderated by ethnicity and alcohol-related attitudes.” 21st annual meeting of the Cognitive Neuroscience Society, Boston, MA, United States.


Wickham, K., Easton, J. A., Ceballos, N. "Testing the maternal immune hypothesis of human sexuality in a collegiate population." Southwestern Psychological Association, Dallas, TX, United States.

Wiese, B., Ceballos, N. A. "Gender, body image and attitudes about tobacco: implications for individualized smoking cessation efforts for adolescents and emerging adults.” University Honors Thesis Forum, Texas State University, San Marcos, TX, United States.


Sociology